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Abstract 
A supersymmetric extension of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili hierarchy 

(SKP hierarchy) is proposed. It is shown that the solution space is 
identical with the universal super Grassmann manifold. An explicit 
formula of a solution to the SKP hierarchy is presented as a quotient 
of superdeterminants. Our arguments are based upon algebraic in
vestigations of the structure of a linear supersymmetric differential 
equation. 
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Supersymmetry is a formalism for describing Bose fields and Fermi 
fields simultaneously, which is originated from the unification theory in 
particle physics. Recently study of supersymmetry has been exploited in 
mathematical contexts such as Lie theory [4, 7, 10, 11, 12, 21, 28, 31], 
differential geometry [l, 6, 13, 17], algebraic geometry [18, 19], and non
linear integrable systems [2, 3, 8, 14, 15, 16, 20, 22, 29, 30, 32]. 

On the other hand, at the beginning of eighties, a hierarchy of 
nonlinear differential equations was discovered by M. Sato, which in
cludes, as the reduced systems, the celebrated Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) 
equation, nonlinear Schrodinger (NLS) equation, Toda lattice and so on. 
It is called the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) hierarchy. Sato's funda
mental theorem [24, 25, 27] says that the KP hierarchy is naturally 
interpreted as a dynamical system on the universal Grassmann manifold 
UGM. In his framework, the so-called Sato equation is the most im
portant. The Sato equation for the KP hierarchy is a system of equations 
for a wave operator, and linearizes the original nonlinear problem. 
Namely, the nonlinear problem of the KP hierarchy reduces to a problem 
of linear algebra. At this stage, UGM naturally arises. We can obtain a 
general solution to the KP hierarchy by solving the Grassmann equation 
attached to a point of UGM, which is a linear algebraic equation of 
infinite dimensions. We call such scheme the Grassmann formalism. 
We mention that, in [26], Sato proposed another point of view that the 
Sato equation is regarded as describing the time evolution of nonlinear 
ordinary differential equations coming from the decomposition of a linear 
ordinary differential operator. This point of view is crucial in our 
framework. 

So far, various schemes for SUSY extensions of classical soliton 
equations have been proposed by several authors mentioned above and 
their complete integrability has been verified. Yu. I. Manin and A.O. 
Radul [20] already formulated a SUSY extension of the KP hierarchy, 
and proved the complete integrability by means of the variational methods 
according to the Gel'fand-Dikii theory. However they did not clarify the 
structure of the solution space and the representation of the solutions. 
Therefore it is quite natural to make an attempt to establish the SUSY 
Grassmann formalism which should play the same role as the original 
one does in the classical soliton theory. 

Now we give the definition of the super KP (SKP) hierarchy. Let 0 
be an abstract Grassmann number and put 8=00 +0a.,. This is an odd 
derivation with the property that 8 2=8.,. Let L be a SUSY micro
differential operator, L = :E:'=o utei-t with u0 = 1, 8(u 1)+2u 2 = 0 (the 
parity of ut is equal to i mod 2). The SKP hierarchy of type m (m=0, 1) 
is, by definition, a system of infinitely many Lax equations: 
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021-1(L)=(-)l+"'{[B 21_ 1, LJ+-2L2 1}, 

(/=1, 2,. · ·), 
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where 0 21, 0 21_ 1 are the operators of the time evolution and B21, B21_ 1 are 
the SUSY differential operator parts of £21, £21- 1 respectively (see Section 
3.1). We should notice the sign factors in the above equations. They 
did not appear in the definition of Manin and Radul's [20]. To make a 
formal integration of the SKP hierarchy, we find a SUSY microdifferential 
operator W = I:-~<Js:o w/9 1 (a SUSY wave operator) satisfying the SUSY 
Sato equations. Then the nonlinear problem of the SKP hierarchy 
reduces to a problem of the linear algebra as follows: An operator 
W = I:-~<Js:o w10 1 is a SUSY wave operator of the SKP hierarchy if and 
only if the coefficients w/s solve the SUSY Grassmann equation 

(0.1) 

where 1w=(w 1) 16 z (w1 =0 for j>0), ifJ is a certain SUSY Wronski matrix 
and B is a superframe. This equation is solved explicitly by means of 
the superdeterminant. The SUSY Grassmann equation (0.1) is invariant 
under the right action of the general linear supergroup (see Section 3.2). 
Thus the super Grassmann manifolds arise naturally in the theory. Our 
conclusion is that the SKP hierarchy is a dynamical system on the 
universal super Grassmann manifold (USGM). 

The organization of this paper is as follows: Chapter I reviews the 
theory of the KP hierarchy. In Chapter 2 we discuss the Grassmann 
hierarchy associated with the decomposition of a linear ordinary differ
ential operator, and its SUSY extension. Especially Section 2.2 is devoted 
to the foundation of the theory of linear SUSY differential equations, 
based upon the SUSY Wronski matrix. In Chapter 3 we introduce the 
SKP hierarchy as the limiting case of the Grassmann hierarchy, and 
investigate the integrating procedure. In Section 3.2, a super i- (tau) 
field for the SKP hierarchy is defined as a superdeterminant of an infinite 
size matrix. We present a formula representing solutions to the SKP 
hierarchy by means of a super i- field, which is the main theorem in this 
paper. This main theorem is proved in Section 3.3 together with some 
relations enjoyed by a super i- field. The reduced SKP hierarchies are 
proposed in Section 3.4, which include a SUSY extension of the KdV 
equation as a special case. Chapter 4 concerns with the representation 
theory of infinite dimensional Lie superalgebras which emerge as the 
hidden symmetry algebras of the SKP hierarchy and its reduced versions. 
We give a representation of the Lie superalgebra gr( oo I oo) and of its 
one-dimensional central extension gr( oo I oo )- via free field operators. 
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The super Virasoro algebras and the super Kac~Moody algebras are 
realized as subalgebras of gf( oo I oo )-. 
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Chapter 1. Review of the Theory of the KP Hierarchy 

To introduce the KP hierarchy, we prepare a one-dimensional space 
variable x and infinite dimensional time variables t = (ti, t2, t3, ••• ). Let 
Bl be the algebra of formal power series over C; Bl=C[[x, t]], which has 
a structure of a differential algebra with a derivation o.,=o/ox: &l-+&l. 
The variables (x, t) are regarded as coordinates on an affine space CN, 
and Bl is the formal completion of the function algebra on the space. Let 
:It be the quotient field of al. 

By $ r (resp. $ a) is meant the algebra of microdifferential operator 
with coefficients in :It (resp. in Bl); 

c r= :£((a;1)) 

={ :E p.(x, t)o;lp.(x, t) e :It}. 
-00<11<00 

The algebra structure of $ r is prescribed by the generalized Leibniz rule: 

a:-J = f:, (k)a;(f). a:-· 
•=O I.I 

(k e Z), 

where f e :It and the dot stands for a product of two microdifferential 
operators. Through a direct sum decomposition 

$ ,r=~,/JJ$ ,r{-1), 

where ~r=:lt[o.,] and $,r(m)=:1t[[a; 1]]-a;, (me Z), Xe Cr is uniquely 
represented as X=X++X_ (X+ e ~r, X_ e t&',r(-1)). 

Let L be a monic microdifferential operator of the first order, 
£=,;,:Ef=outCx, t)a!,-i e t&',r(l)monic with Uo=l, U1=0. The KP hierarchy 
is, by definition, a system of the Lax equations 
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or equivalently a system of the Zakharov-Shabat equations 

(1.2) (n,m=l,2, ···). 

From (1.1) with n=2, 3 (or (1.2) with n=2, m=3), one gets the celebrated 
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation 

where u,,=ou/ox etc. 
Sato's fundamental theorem [24, 25, 27] states that the KP hierarchy 

is interpreted as a dynamical system on the universal Grassmann manifold 
UGM. Here we will describe the outline of the proof from a viewpoint 
of the Grassmann equation. 

The first step is a passage from the Lax equations to the Sato equa
tions. For a solution Le <ff 91(Ir 0 nic to the KP hierarchy, there exists a 
monic microdifferential operator of the 0-th order W = I:-oo<j:s;;o w/x, t)o{ 
E $.91(0ronic (w0 = 1) satisfying the system of operator equations 

(1.3) oW/otn=Bn W- Wo; (n= 1, 2, · · · ). 

We call W a wave operator. The Sato equations (1.3) can be viewed as 
a linearization for the KP hierarchy, and conversely the consistency 
condition of the Sato equations gives rise to the KP hierarchy. Notice 
that, in (1.3), Bn=(Wa;w- 1)+. Introducing a differential operator 7Jf of 
infinite order. 

one easily sees that (1.3) leads to 

(1.4) 

where W= W7Jf. 
To transform the Sato equations to the Grassmann equation, we 

consider the following Cauchy problem of a system of operator equations: 

(1.5) 

where Y = I; 1=0 y/x, t)o{ (y/x, t) E &£) is a differential operator of in
finite order with the initial condition 
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(1.6) 

Set U = w-1 Y. From (1.4) and (1.5), it follows that 

au/atn=O (n=l,2, ···). 

This tells us that U does not depend on the variables t, and furthermore 
the initial condition (1.6) shows that U=(w- 1Y)ltao=(Wlt=ot 1• Hence 
the operator U takes the form 

(1.7) (u0= 1, utCx) e C[[x]D. 

Since the operator W and Y are related through 

Y=Wl/TU, 

one obtains, projecting the both sides onto iff .,( - 1 ), 

(1.8) (Wl/TU)_=O. 

This equation substantially characterizes the operator W and turns out to 
be equivalent to the Grassmann equation as follows: Set Z = 1/T U = 
I:Jez zil- Introducing the quantity z}•l e Gl by 

one sees that (1.8) reads 

(1.9) 

where tw=(wJ)Jez is a row vector (w;=O forj>O) and -2"=(z}"l)Jez,,eN• 
is a rectangular matrix of size zxN•. After some calculation one knows 
that .2" satisfies the linear differential equations below: 

where A=(oµ+i,.)µ,,ez, AN•=(oµ+i,.)µ,,eN• are the shift matrices. Integrat
ing these equations, we see that .2" is represented as 

(1.10) 

with a constant matrix B =(l;µ,)µez,,eN•· Furthermore the form of the 
operator U (1.7) guarantees that 

(1.11) /; .. = 1, /;µ,=0 for any J.1 e N• and µ<1J. 
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Hence B is of maximal rank, or a frame of size Ne of the vector space 
cz. Substituting (1.10) into (1.9), we obtain the following proposition. 

Proposition 1.1. Let W e g ,.(0)monte be a wave operator correspond
ing to a solution Le rt ,.(1r 0 ntc to the KP hierarchy. Then the coefficients 
of W solve the Grassmann equation 

(1.12) 

where (/J = exp (xA + I:;;=1 tnAn), and B is an Ne-frame satisfying the condi
tion (1.11). 

By FR(Nc; C) we mean [25] 

FR(Nc; C)={B=(gµ,)µez,,eN• E Mat(ZXNc; C)! 3m EN such that 

gµ,=oµ, for µ<-m, 11-<v, =0 for -m<v<0, 

µ<-m, and Bis of maximal rank}. 

It is known [25] that, for an Ne-frame Be FR(Nc; C), the Grassmann 
equation (1.12) has a unique solution tw=(w 1)Jez (w0 = 1, w1=0 for 
j >0) in the quotient field ::f. We can show that operator W = 
I:-~<J,s;o wix, t)at which comes from the solution tw solve the Sato 
equations (1.3). Thus a general frame B yields a solution Le rt .,..c1r0 nte 
to the KP hierarchy via the Grassmann equation. All equivalence classes 
of frames modulo the right action of GL(Nc; C) constitute the universal 
Grassmann manifold UGM [24, 25, 27]; 

UGM=FR(Nc; C)/GL(Nc; C), 

where the group GL(Nc; C) is, by definition, 

GL(Nc; C)={g=(gµ,)µ,vEN• E Mat(Nc; C) I 3m EN such that 

gµ,=oµ, for v<-m, µS:,v, =0 for -m<v<0, 

µ<-m, and (gµ,)_m,,;µ,,<o is invertible}. 

Since a solution of the Grassmann equation is invariant under a right 
multiplication B-Bg by an element g of GL(Nc; C), we are led to 
Sato's fundamental theorem on the KP hierarchy. 

Theorem 1.2 ([24, 25, 27]). The solution space of the KP hierarchy is 
identified with UGM, and the time evolution of a solution 

L(x, t; a.,,)~L(x+x', t+t'; a.,,) 

is translated to the dynamical motion 
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B mod GL(N•; C)~4>(x', t')B mod GL(N"; C) 

onUGM. 

Remark. For detailed discussions about UGM, readers may consult 
with [24, 25, 27]. 

Solving the Grassmann equation by means of Cramer's formula, one 
obtains an explicit representation of a wave operator in terms of a frame 
B: 

w_j=(-)1det(IB/l>B)/deteB 04>B) (j=l,2, ···), 

where BJ=(oµ, (µ e Z; 11<-j)joµ,,+i (µ e Z; -j<11<0)). A 1: function 
for the KP hierarchy is nothing but the quantity that appears in this 
denominator: 

The 1: function plays a crucial role in the soliton theory and is relevant to 
the representation theory of the general linear group. In the sequel we 
will list up the main properties of 1: functions. 

To this end we need the Schur polynomials. First pi(t) is introduced 
by 

For example, 

Po(t)=l, 

The Schur polynomial pit) corresponds to the Young diagram 

The Schur polynomial for a general Young diagram 

~----------'I lm-1-:-(m- 1) 
, 

; 

i, 
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is given by 

Xioz, ... zm_,(t) =<let (Pz,-/t))o,;;i,J<m· 

Next we define the Hirota bilinear differential operator. Let f(t), 
g(t) e C[[t]] and o/=ot/'ot/'· · ·. Then the Hirota operator D· acts on 
f(t)-g(t) as follows: 

D"f(t) · g(t)=os" f(t +s)g(t-s) 1,~o· 

Proposition 1.3 ([24, 25, 27]). (1) Let W = I:-oo<Jc;;O w/x, t)ot be a 
wave operator for the KP hierarchy and r(t) be the r function for W. Then 
the coefficient w/x, t) is represented by r(t) as 

(1.13) 

where 8=(at,, 2-1at,, 3-iat,, .. ·) and x+ t =(x+ t1, tz, t3, ... ). 
(2) A r function for the KP hierarchy satisfies an infinite number of 

the Hirota bilinear differential equations 

(1.14) 

(X10 ••• zm_,(t) are antisymmetric in indices.) Conversely, if r(t) e C[[t]] solves 
(1.14), it is a r function for the KP hierarchy. 

We mention that there exists another formula that connects a r 
function with a wave operator. For a wave operator W = I:-oo<Jc;;o w1o1, 
we introduce a formal power series by 

00 

log ( I: w1A1)= I: VnA-n. 
-oo<j-5:.0 n=l 

Then the r function r(t) for the operator W satisfies 

(1.15) (n=l, 2, · · ·). 

It is known [5] that this is equivalent to (1.13). 
To conclude this section we discuss on the reduction of the KP 

hierarchy [9]. The /-reduced KP hierarchy is a system obtained by 
imposing a constraint 

(1.16) Ve~;$" 

on the KP hierarchy. This condition means that a solution L does not 
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depend on the time variables t,n (n= I, 2, .. -); aL/at 1,. =0. In terms of 
geometry, the isotropy subgroup of the point B mod GL(N•; C) in UGM, 
where the frame B corresponds to the solution L, contains an abelian 
group {exp (.I;:=1 c1,.A1") I c1n e C}. That is, the frame B must satisfy 
A' B = B g for some g e GL(N•; C). The KdV equation is included in the 
2-reduced KP hierarchy. In fact, if we impose the condition Ui.=0 on 
the KP equation, it reduces to 

1 
Uis-3uu,,- 4 u,,:u=0, 

which is just the KdV equation. 

Chapter 2. 

§ 2-1. Linear differential equations and the Grassmann hierarchy 

In this section we first construct nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations whose solution spaces are canonically identified with finite 
dimensional Grassmann manifolds. Such differential equations are ob
tained through algebraic study on linear ordinary differential equations 
[26). 

Let f be a differential field of characteristic zero with a derivation 
a=o,,: f -f. The particular element x e f is defined as o,,(x)= I, 
and <i&' = {/ e f I a ,,(f) = O} is the constant field of f. Let !!) ::r be the 
ring of differential operators with coefficients in f, namely, !!)::r=f[a,,]. 
The following fact is well-known. 

Proposition 2.1. Elements JJ (O<j <N) in f are <i&' linearly inde
pendent if and only if the Wronski matrix 

is invertible. 

We consider a linear differential equation 

{2.1) Pu=O, 

where P is a monic operator of order N, P e !!)(N)'n•ntc, or more gener
ally, a system of differential equations of the first order 

a.,(u)=A·u, 

where A e Mat (N; f). 
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Proposition 2.2. The solution spaces Solr(P)={u e .Jt'JPu=0} and 
Solr(o.,,-A)={u e %Jo.,,(u)=A-u} are re linear spaces of finite dimension, 
and · 

dim,., Sol.,..(P), dim,., Sol,r(o.,,-A) < N. 

Motivated by this fact, one uefines the %-solvability of a differential 
equation (2.1) by 

Definition. A linear differential equation ( or an operator P e 
fl) .,..(N)monte) is said to be %-solvable if and only if 

dim,., Solr(P)=N. 

An operator We fl) .,..(m)monie is called a right factor of P if P belongs 
to the left ideal.@.,... W, i.e., if one finds an operator. Z e Ed.,..(N-m)monie 
satisfying 

(2.2) P=Z-W. 

Obviously Sol.,..(W) c Sol,r(P). Moreover the next statement on the 
solvability of Wis deduced by making use of the preceding propositions. 

Proposition 2.3. Suppose that the operator P in (2.2) is %-solvable. 
Then the operators Zand Ware both %-solvable. 

(2.3) 

Write the operator Was 

m 

W=I; w.,a:-1 (w0=1). 
j=O 

The condition (2.2) yields a system of nonlinear ordinary differential 
equations of the coefficients w/s, which is referred to as E(m; P). 

Example. Let P=o.,,2,Z=o.,,+z, W=o.,,+w. From the condition 
(2.2) one obtains an equation w.,,-w 2 =0. This equation can be easily 
integrated. An arbitrary solution of the equation is represented as 

-eo 
eox+e1' 

w 

where (eo, e1) E <c2 should be a non-zero vector. Since the same solution 
as above comes from (ae0, ae1) (a=;t=O), the solution space is identified with 
the 1-dimensional projective space P 1(<c). 

In general, for a %-solvable operator P, the solution space of 
E(m; P) is shown to be isomorphic to the Grassmann manifold 
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GM(N, m)=FR(N, m; ~)/GL(m; ~), 

where FR(N, m; ~)={Be Mat(NXm; ~)IB is of maximal rank} is the 
set of m-frames in ~N. Let P be a monic, Jf"-solvable operator of order 
N. Then Proposition 2.3 tells us that the solution space Solx-(W) of a 
right factor W (2.2) of P is an m dimensional subspace in the N dimen
sional~ linear space V=Solx-(P). Hence one has a map 

Solx-(.): {We P2 x-(m)monic I Wis a right factor of P} 

--+GM(m; V)={UcVJdimw U=m}. 

This map is shown to be bijective as follows: Let U e GM (m: V) and 
{,frj}o'5:J<m be a basis of u. First an operator w E P2 x-(m)monic is uniquely 
determined by the condition 

(2.4) 

Notice that, writing the operator Was (2.3), the equations above read 

which is a system of linear algebraic equations with respect to w/s. 
Futhermore the division theorem of differential operators deduces that 
the operator Wis a right factor of P. Thus one concludes 

Proposition 2.5 ([26]). One has an isomorphism 

Solx-( ·) : {WE P2 x-(m)monic I Wis a right factor of P}--==-+GM (m; V). 

Therefore the solution space of E(m; P) is canonically identified with the 
Grassmann manifold GM(m; V):::::GM(N, m). 

Let {sa3}o,;;J<N be a basis of V. Then ,tr/s are expressed as 

N-1 

,fr1 = I; Sot~tJ (O<j <m). 
i=O 

Setting B=(~i 3) 0,;;i<N,o,;;J<m E FR(N, m; ~), the equation (2.5) reads 

(2.6) 

where tw=(wm, .. ·, W1, 1, 0, .. ·, 0) E Jf"N, @=WR(<po, .. ·, 'PN-1)- This 
is a finite dimensional analogue of the equation (1.12) in Chapter 1. In 
the case that P is an operator with constant coefficients, a solution of 
E(m; P) has N-1 independent time evolutions according to the KP 
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hierarchy's flow. Such a hierarchy is referred to as the Grassmann 
hierarchy of the type E(m; P). For definiteness of the argument, let f 

be the quotient field of the ring of formal power series C[[x, t1, ••• tN_,]] 
and Pe fiJc(N)mont•. Let V be the solution space of an enlarged system 

(2.7) 

and consider the inverse correspondence in Proposition 2.5. Applying at1 

to the equation, we see that the time evolution of the operator W cor
responding to the subspace U e GM(m; V) satisfies 

The division theorem again entails that 

for some operator B1 e fiJ,l/)m 0 ntc. Putting 

the Sato equatons 

are derived. For an operator P with generic constant coefficients the 
Grassmann hierarchy of the type E(m; P) gives a soliton solution ·or the 
KP hierarchy, and, in the most degenerate case, i.e., P=a,.N, it yields a 
rational solution. 

Fianlly we remark that taking the limit of N-oo, m-oo recovers 
the whole of the KP hierarchy, and that the equation (2.6) leads to the 
Grassmann equation for the KP hierarchy. 

§ 2-2. Supersymmetric linear differential equations 

Let d be a Grassmann algebra A('G'M), and et (O<i<M) be the 
generators of d satisfying the Grassmann relation e,eJ+e 1et=0. The 
set II is a set of multi-indices a=(a 0, • • ·, a 1_ 1) such that a0 <a,<· · · 
<a 1_ 1 (O<l <M). For a=(a 0, • • ·, a 1_ 1) e II, we define lal=l and 
ea=e 00 • • ·ea,-,. The index a with ial=O stands for the void sequence <fa, 
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and e~= l. For an integer m, ~ denotes the residue class of m in Z2• 

The algebra d is supercommutative with the Z 2-gradrtion, d = d lf:Jd 1 

d,= EB I: <(/ea. 
!av Jal-! 

The canonical projection a: d-+<(/ = d /(d 1) is referred to as the body 
map, where (d 1) is the ideal generated by d 1. 

Definition. Let V be a right d module. Then V is said to be a 
graded d module if and only if 

( i) V is a Z2-graded module; V = V2EB V1, 

(ii) V11-d,cV 11+,(n,v=O, 1). 

Definition. (a) Let V be a free right d module of rank N. Then 
it is said to be pure if and only if 

( i) V is a graded d module, 
(ii) there exists an d basis {vJlos:J<N of V such that v, e V,1 for 

0-s,j <N. 
Such basis is called a pure basis, and V11=I; vJ-dJ+1!' 
(b) Let V be a pure d module of rank N. And submodule U of 

V is said to be a pure d submodule of V if and only if 
( i) U is a pure d module, 
(ii) U is a graded d submodule of V, i.e., U11c V'.l! (n=O, 1). 

Lemma 2.5. Let V be a pure d module of rank N, and {vJ}o:.J<N, 
{uJ}os;J<N be two pure bases of V. Then these are related by 

for some g e SGL(N; .<lf). The supergroup SGL(N; d) is defined by 

SGL(N; d)={g=(gµJo,;;µ,v<N E Mat(N; d) lgµ, E d/!H 

and e(g)=(e(gµ.)) is invertible}. 

For a pure d module V of rank N we introduce a super Grassmann 
manifold by 

SGM(m; V)={Uc VI U is a pured submodule of rank m of V}, 

and the set of superframes by 

SFR(N, m; d)={B=(~µJos;µ<N E Mat(NXm; d)l~µv Ede+. 
OS:v<m 

and e(B) is of maximal rank}. 
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The supergroup SGL(m; d) acts on this set from the right, and the 
quotient set is a super Grassmann manifold SGM(N, m; d); 

SGM(N, m; d)=SFR(N, m; d)/SGL(m; d'). 

Lemma 2.6. The super Grassmann manifold SGM(m; V) is identified 
with SGM(N, m; d). 

Proof We fix a pure basis {v1}os:J<N of V. Let U e SGM(m; V) 
and {u1los:.1<m be its pure basis. They are expressed as and' linear com
bination of v/s 

Set E=(~tJ) e Mat(NXm; d'). We show that e(E) is of maximal rank. 
Suppose that e(E) is not of maximal rank. Then one can find a non-zero 
vector c e ~"' satisfying e(E)c = 0. Since 

multiplying the element e0 • • • e 11t-i e d' to the both sides, and noting that 
e(Ec)=0, one has (u0, • • ·, u,,._1)(ce0 • • • e11t_1)=0. This contradicts the 
fact that u/s are d' free. Thus it is proved that e(E) is of maximal rank. 
From Lemma 2.5 it follows that change of a pure basis in the module U 
induces the right action of SGL{m; d') on the frame E. Thus one has 
a canonical one to one correspondence 

SGM(m; V) 3 u-E mod SGL{m; d') e SGM(N, m; d'). D 

Now let us construct the ring of supersymmetric (abbreviated as 
SUSY henceforth) differential operators. Regard the differential field :f 
as a z2-graded algebra by :f =:f 2EB:f 1 (:f 2=:f, :f 1={0}), and ~[O] be 
the Grassmann algebra generated by O over ~ {02=0). We define the 
algebra!/, by 

(2.8) 

Under the Z2-graded algebraic structure introduced in [13], [17] (we will 
refer to this structure as Z 2-graded tensor, hereafter), the algebra !i is a 
supercommutative algebra with the Z 2-gradation !/, = fi2EB!i1, 

Elements in fl, are called superfields. The body map e extends to the 
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algebra !2. in a canonical way; 

We introduce a SUSY differential operator 8 by 

Writing an element <p e !2. as <p=f +Og (f, g e .Yt@d), the action of 8 is 
prescribed by 

e(<p)=g+oa,,(f). 

Note that 8 2 =a.,. The set of SUSY differential operators is defined by 

gy~11 = !2.(8] = I; p J(E)i j p J E !2.}, 
OS:J<:+oo 

which is endowed with a noncommutative ring structure via the super 
Leibniz rule: 

e2n·<p= i: (~)a,/(<p)·82n-2J, 
j=O ] 

e2n+t.<p= i: (~)a.,1(8(<p))·82n-2J+(-)• i: (~)a,,i(<p)·82n+l-2j 
j=O ] j=O ] 

(<p E !2..). 

The dot stands for a product of a SUSY operator em and a multiplication 
operator by an element 'P· The Z2-gradation is given by 

(9>~11).={ I: P181 I P1 E !2.l+.}, 
OS:J<:+oo 

and a filtration compatible with this gradation by 

00 

.@~11 = U gy~11(N), 
N=O 

where 9>~11(N) = {.Z:::os:Js:N p 18 1 1 p 1 e !2.}. The order of a SUSY operator is 
defined by 

orde(P)=N, 

if P= I:os=Js=NPJ81 and PN:;t=O. 

Proposition 2.7 (Division theorem). Let W be a monic SUSY differ
ential operator of order m, i.e., W = .I;~o wiem-t (w0= 1). For any PE .@~11 

there exist uniquely two operators Z and R e 9>~11 satisfying 
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P=ZW+R 

and ord 9 (R) <m. 

We consider a linear SUSY differential equation 

(2.9) 
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where P= L.if=oP/BN-J e !?2~11(Nr 0 nic (i.e., Po= 1). The solution space of 
(2.9) Sol_iP)={u e !l, I Pu=O} is canonically endowed with the structure 
of a right graded d module. 

Theorem 2.8. Let &l=C[[x]] and .% be the quotient field of .el, 
.% =C((x)). The algebra .9 of formally regular super.fields is defined by 
Y=(C[0]®~®d and !?2~1 denotes the algebra of SUSY differential 
operators with coefficients in .9. 

(i) Let P= r:..r=oPiX, 0)BN-J e /?2~1(N)monic. Then the solution space 
Sols(P) is included in [/' and is a free right d module of rank N. 

(ii) Assume that Pe (!?2~1(N))u- Then Sols(P) is a pure d module 
of rank N with the Z 2-gradation 

Sols(P) = Sols(P)gEBSol .. (P) 1, 

where Sol..(P\ 1={u e !2,21!Pu=O}. 

To prove this theorem, we should first show the following proposi
tion. 

Proposition 2.9. Consider a system of SUSY differential equations of 
the first order 

(2.10) B(u)=Au, 

where u e [/'N and A= A(x, 0) e Mat (N; cp ). This system has a fundamental 
solution matrix (b(x, 0) e Mat (N, [/') with an initial condition (b(O, 0) = I 
(hence (b(x, 0) e GL(N; [/')). 

Proof. Writing A(x, 8) = F(x)+8G(x), u(x, 0) = ip(x)+0+(x), the 
system (2.10) reads 

where F* is defined by F*=(ftJ, 2- ft 1,1) when F=(ft 1) withft 1=ft 1,2+ 
ft 1,1 (ft 1 •• e Y.). The equation for cp reduces to 

o,,{ip)=(G+F*F)ip, 
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which has a fundamental solution matrix U(x) with an initial condition 
U(O)=l. Then <P(x, 0)=e°F<xlU(x) is a fundamental solution matrix 
satisfying the condition. O 

Proof of Theorem 2.8. 
(i) It is easy to show that Sol_.{P)c.?. The equation (2.9) is 

equivalent to a system of the first order 

(2.11) e(u)=Au, 

where il=(eJi(u))o:e;;t<N• and 

0 1 

0 

0 
0 1 

Proposition 2.9 says that there exists a fundamental solution matrix 
<P=(eJl(cp,))0:,;;t,J<N of (2.11) satisfying <P(O, 0)= 1. It is obvious that 
{cp,}o:e;;J<N provides d generators of Sol_.(P). We show that these genera
tors are d free. Suppose that I; <p J • a J = 0 for some a e d N. Then 
<Pli=O. The invertibility of <P implies Zi=O. Thus cp/s are d free. 

(ii) The following lemma is easily proved by the Taylor expansion. 

Lemma 2.10. A formally regular superjield <p belongs to .?, if and 
only if all the initially values B'cp\,,=o=o belong to dt+.· 

The initial condition <P(O, O)=l means that EJi(<p,)l.,,=0=0 e di+J for 
O<i <N. Using the equation Pu=O and Lemma 2.10 one can verify 
that eJi(<pJ)\,,=0=0 e di+t for any i. Hence 'Pt e .?,. Obviously Sol_.(P). 
= I; <pJdi.+•· Thus the theorem is proved. O 

Examples of linear SUSY differential equations 
(i) EJN(u)=O. 

A pure basis of the solution space is given by <p2,=x'/j!, <p2,+1=0x'!i! 
(O<j<N/2) for even N, or <p21=x'/j! (0<j<(N+l)/2), <p21+1=8xJ/j! 
(O<j <(N -1)/2) for odd N. 

(ii) Let A e Mat(N; dQ) and consider a system with the coefficient 
A: 

e(u)=Au. 

As a fundamental solution matrix one has (J)(x, 0) = exp (0A + xA 2). 
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(iii) (6l8+a8)u=0 (a e .912). 
A pure basis of the solution space is given by sao= 1, Soi =Oe-u, <P2=e-a"'. 

The following example tells us that the solution space Sol..(P) is not 
always a free module. 

(iv) Let us consider 

. (ax-e;2 )u=O. 

An arbitrary solution of this equation is represented by an d linear com
bination of u0 =l+e 1e2 logx and u1=0u0• Hence Sol_.(P) is generated by 
e1u0, e2u0, e1u1, e2u1• The solution space is not d free. 

Theorem 2.8 and the above example (iv) suggest the following defini
tion of linear SUSY differential equations. 

Definition. A linear SUSY differential equation Pu=O (Pe 
.@~11(Nr•ni•), or simply the operator P, is said to be !2-solvable if and 
only if the solution space Sol..(P) is a free right d module of rank N. 

In what follows we will study the structure of the solution space 
Sols(P) when it is a free d module. For this end we must investigate, 
in more detail, the structure of a linear SUSY differential equation itself. 
Differential operators P1.,t;a,P e .@:r (i,j=O, 1, a, p e II) are associated with 
a SUSY differential operators P e .@~11 by the following prescription: 
When expanding a superfield sa=sa2+sa1 (Sot e flt) in the Grassmann basis 
ea(a e II) 

Pi,t;a,p is introduced through 

(Psa)ia>= ~ Pi,t;a,/sa?'). 

A total order "-<" is defined in the set II as the lexicographical order, 
and the set II is thought of as a totally ordered set (II, -<) hereafter. The 
operators Pf.,t;a,fi form a matrix of differential operators 

P=(f't,J\.J=o, 1 e Mat(2M+1; .@:r) 

where Pt,J=(Pt,J;a,p)a,pe11 e Mat(2M; .@"") is a lower triangular matrix with 
respect to the order"-<". The map P-P is an algebra homomorphism 
from .@~11 to Mat(2M+1 ; .@""). A system of differential equations 

(2.12) 

is associated with a SUSY differential equation Pu=O, and the solution 
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space Sol..(P) is isomorphic to the solution space of (2.12) 

as a <(? linear space via the correspondence 

where u1=(U)al)aEII. 

The order of the matrix entries in J\,t is seen as follows: For even 
N, PQ,Q;aa, P!,!;aa e f» :,-{N/2)monic and 

ord (Pi,t;ap) <; (/3-<a, i = o, 1 ), 

(2.13) 
- N 

ord(Pz,t;ap) <2 (f3~a, i * j). 
For odd N, Pi O·aa E f»s ----- ' and 

_ (N+(-l)l•l)monic 
_,_, 2 

- N+(- l)IPI 
ord(Pt,Q;ap) < 2 (/3-<a), 

_ -N+(-l)lfil 
ord(PQ,Q;ap) < 2 (f3~a), 

and 
_ ( N-(-1)1•1 )monic 
Po 1·aa E f»s --~~- ' _,_, 2 

_ N-(-l)IPI 
ord (PQ,t;•fi) < 2 ([3-<a), 

_ N-(-l)IPr 
ord (Pu;ap) < 2 (/3 ;£a). 

Such condition on the order of the differential operators gives the 
next theorem, which justifies the definition of the j/-solvability. 

Theorem 2.11. Let Pe f»~ 11(N)monic and Sol..(P) be a free right d 
module. Then one has 

rank,,. Sol_.(P)<N. 

Proof For simplicity of the argument, we assume N to be an even 
integer. Notice that, when the solution space Sol_.(P) is a freed module, 

dimq Sol_.(P) = dimq Sol..(P) = 2M X rank,,. Sol_.(P). 
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The condition (2.13) enables one to rewrite equivalently the equation 
(2.12) to a system of equations of the first order 

a .,,([u]) = [P]. [u], 

where [il]=([ilt])J=o,1 with [ilt]=(o/(u)«l)) 0,:;k<Nlz,ae 11 e :Yt2M-,,N and the 
matrix [F] e Mat(2M, N; :%) is determined by P. By virtue of Proposi
tion 2.2, we see that dim., Sol_.(F)<2M -N, and the theorem is proved. D 

Let us call an operator P e ~~11 a pure operator of order N when 
p e (~~11(Nr•nic)N. Now we will discuss on the structure of the solution 
space Sol_.(P) when P is a pure operator. In such a case, as was mentioned 
before, Sol_.(P) is a graded d module with the Z2-gradation · 

(2.14) 

where Sola(P)n={u e ~ 11!Pu=0}. The system of equations (2.12) splits 
to the two systems 

(2.15) 

One has a direct sum decomposition 

corresponding to the Z 2-gradation (2.14), and each direct summand 
Sol_.(P)n is isomorphic to Sol....CP'a+n,n) as a~ linear space. The condition 
(2.13) gives a supremum of the dimension of these solution spaces: For 
even N, 

(2.16) 

and for odd N, 

The next two lemmas will play an essential role in the proof of Theorem 
2.14. 

Lemma 2.12. Let P be a pure operator of order N. Then for a 
solution <p8 e Sol_.(P)8 (n=O, 1), the body part of <pg is a solution of the 
equation Pn,g;;,;,(f)=O, and the body part of 19(<p1) is a solution of the 
equation Pu,t;;,;,Cf)=O. 

This lemma is easily proved from (2.15). D 
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Lemma 2.13. ( i) Super.fields <p21 e ..22 (O<j <l) are d free if and 
only if the body parts e(cp21) are CG' linearly independent. 

(ii) Super.fields cp21+1 e ..21 (O<j <k) are d free if and only if the 
body parts of 8(cp21+1) are CG' linearly independent. 

(iii) Both sets of super.fields {cp21}o:e;;J<i and {cp21+1}o,;;1<,. are d free if 
and only if the combined super.fields {cp21 (O~j <l), 'PzJ+i (O<j <k)} are d 
free. 

(iv) Super.fields cp1 e ..2, (O<j <N) are d free if and only if 

SWR(cpo, · · ·, (j?N-1)=(ei(cp1))0,;;i,J<N 

is an invertible matrix. 

The matrix SWR(cp0, , • ·, 'PN-i) is referred to as a SUSY Wronski 
matrix of cp0, • • ·, 'PN-i· The proofs of (i) and (ii) are so easy that we 
omit them. 

Proof of (iii). We assume that {cpZJlo,;;J<i and {cp21+ 1}o:s;;J<k are d free 
respectively. Set "cfi2= (cp21)o,;;J<i e -2~ and "ifi1 = (cp21+1) 0:s;;J<k e .2f, and sup
pose that, for vectors ii2 e .911, ii1 e silk, 

(2.17) 

Expanding i:'i11 in the Grassmann basis as ii11= I:aen i:'i~a>ea (i:'i~a> e CG'' or CG',.), 
and m1,1ltiplying the both sides of (2.17) by the element e0 • • • e M _ 1 e d, 
one has 

e(l"ip) · ii~"'' +Oe(8(1"ip1)) • at> =0. 

The statements (i), (ii) say that e(<;o21) (O<j <l) and Oe(8(cp21+ 1)) (O<j <k) 
are CG' linearly independent. Hence one sees that ii~"'i = 0, iif "'l = 0. In 
such a way one can verify i:'i~aJ = 0 for any a e II by induction. Thus the 
superfields {cp21 (O<j <l), 'PzJ+i (O<j <k)} are d free. The converse 
statement is obvious. 

Proof of (iv). If the superfields {cp1}o:s:J<m (cp1 e ..2,) are d free, the 
Wronski matrices WR2= WR(e(cp0), e(cp2), • • ·) and WR1= WR(e(8(<p1)), 

e(8(<p3)), • • ·) are invertible, because of the statements (i), (ii) in this 
lemma and Proposition 2.1. It is easy to show that e(SWR(<p~, · , ·, <p,,._1)) 

is similar to WR 2+ WR 1• Hence SWR(cp0, • • ·, cp,,,_1) is invertible. D 

Theorem 2.14. Let P be a pure operator of order N, and suppose that 
the solution space Sols(P) is a free d module. Then one has 

(i) There exists and basis {cp1} of Sol_iP) such that 
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cp23 e .P2 (O<j <l), 

where l +k=rank.., Sol,si(P). 
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(ii) In (i), l, k<N/2 for even Nor, l<(N+l)/2, k<(N-1)/2 for 
oddN. 

Proof. (i) Let u1=u 1,2+u 3,1 (O<j <Z +k, u1,n e Sol,si(P)n) be an 
.91 basis of Sol,si(P). One can assume without loss of generality that 
{u3,2}o,;;J<Z is a maximal subset of .91 free fields in the set of even fields 
{u3,2}o,;;J<Z+k· From Lemma 2.13 (i) it follows that {e(uM)} are C'(J' linearly 
independent, but that {e(u1,2)}o,;;J<t and e(u;,2) (i >l) are not C'(J' linearly 
independent. Hence one has 

Set V; e SoliP) (l<i<l+k) by 

Then {vt}z,;;;<Z+k are .91 free and e(v;)=O. Writing V;=Vt,2+vt,i (v;,n e 
Sola(P)n, one sees that { V;, 1}z,;;t<z+k are .91 free. In fact, if they are not .91 
free, it follows from Lemma 2.13 (ii) that {e(8(vt,1))h,;;t<Z+k are not C'(J' 

linearly independent. Hence one finds a non-zero vector c=(ct) e C'(J'k 

satisfying 

Noting that e(vt)=O, one has 

I: v;(cteo· · -eM-1)=0{I;e(8(v;, 1))c;}e0 • • -eM_1=0, 

which contradicts the fact that {v;}z,;;t<z+k are .91 free. Thus one obtains 
.91 free systems {u3,2}o,;;J<z e Sol_t(P)2, {v;,ih<t<t+k e Sol_.(P)1• Lemma 2.13 
(iii) ensures that the mixed fields {u1,g(O<j<l), v;,~ (l<i<l+k) are .91 
free. 

(ii) The d free generators {cp21}o:;;J<Z (resp. {cpzJ+i}o,;;J<k) of Sol_iP) 
give C'(J' linearly independent elements {e(cp2J)}o,;;J<Z (resp. {e(8(cp21 +1))}0,;; 1<k) 
of Sol.,r{.P.y,g;,si1) (resp. Sol.,r{Pn+!,l;M) because of Lemma 2.12. Hence the 
statement follows from the condition (2.16) and Proposition 2.2. D 

When the operator Pin Theorem 2.14 is .P-solvable, I and k should 
be l=k=N/2 for even N, or l=(N+l)/2 and k=(N-1)/2 for oddN. 
Thus one gets 
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Corollary 2.15. Let P be a pure, !2.-solvable operator of order N. 
Then the solution space Sol,lP) is a pure d free module of rank N. 
Namely there exists an d basis {cpJ}os;J<N of Sol_t(P) such that SoJ e 
Sol,lP)J. Furthermore the SUSY Wronski matrix SWR(cp0, • • ·, SoN-i) is 
invertible. 

§ 2-3. Supersymmetric Grassmann hierarchy 

In this section we will discuss a supersymmetric extension of the 
Grassmann hierarchy based upon the argument in the previous section. 
As is the case of the Grassmann hierarchy, our framework in the limiting 
case naturally leads to a supersymmetric extension of the KP hierarchy. 

I 

For a given pure operator P of order N (Pe (91~11(N)) 9°nic), we 
consider a right factor W of P. Namely, W satisfies 

(2.18) P=Z · W 

for some operator Z. We restrict ourselves to the case that Wis a pure 
operator of order m 

m 

(2.19) W=I; w/9"'- 1 (w0 =1, w1 E 9-t). 
j=O , 

Then the left factor Z is automatically a pure operator of order N - m. 

Proposition 2.16. If Pis .P.-solvable, then Zand Win (2.18) are also 
!2.-solvable. 

Proof For simplicity of the argument, we assume that N is even. 
From (2.18) it follows that the matrix differential operators P, 2, W, 
corresponding to P, Z, W, respectively, satisfy P=Z · W, namely, 

(2.20) 

When P is 9,-solvable, (2.16) in Section 2.2 shows that 

(2.21) dim,.. SolAP •.• )=N·2M-t (v=0, I). 

On the other hand, an inequality 

(2.22) 

holds because of (2.20). Hence, taking into account (2.16), one deduces 
that the equality in (2.22) must hold and dim,..Solf(Wm+.,,)=m-2M- 1 

(v=0, 1). Futhermore, since the matrix Wm+-,• is lower triangular, one 
can find Cf! linearly independent solutions with the next properties; 
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(O<j <m/2 for even m, or O<j <(m+ 1)/2 for odd m) and tW are "t 
linearly independent, 

(O~j <m/2 for even m, or O<j <(m-1)/2 for odd m) and t~y~1 are "t 
linearly independent. Let {tj}o,;j<m (ti E Sol..(W)j) be corresponding to 
these solution vectors. Then they are d free, because 

o:(fz1)=tW, c(8(fzj+1))=f~j~1, 

are "t linearly independent, respectively. Thus the module Sol_.(W) has 
m d-free elements and dim,..Sol_.(W)=m-2M. Therefore it is a freed 
module of rank m. A similar discussion is applicable to the 22-solvability 
of the operator Z. D 

The condition (2.18) for a pure operator W to be a right factor of P 
provides a system of SUSY nonlinear differential equations for the coeffi
cients of W, which is denoted by SE (m; P). 

Example. In (2.18), set P=83, Z=8 2 +z 18+z 2 (zJ e !2,J) and W= 
e + w ( w e !2.1). The equation SE (I; 8 3) reads -

w,,-w-w=O 

(w=8(w)). Putting w=f(x)+0g(x) (f(x) e 221, g(x) E !2.Q), one has 

g,,=g2, f,,-f-g=O. 

Integrating these equations, one obtains a general solution 

w(x,0)= ~1-8~0' 
~ox+~z 

where ~J e dJ and (.s(~0), .s(~2))=¥=(0, 0). Thus solutions of SE(l; 8 3) are 
parametrized -by the set 

which is just the (1 j 1)-dimensional super projective space P 111(d). 
We can show that the solution space of the system SE(m; P) 1s 

identical with a super Grassmann manifold in the following manner. 

Theorem 2.17. Let P be a 22-solvable, pure opzrator of order N, and 
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V = Sol..(P). Then the map 

Sol..(.): {We (.92~11(m));;:0 nic I Wis a right factor of P}~SGM (m; V) 

is a bijection. 

Proof Let We (.92~11(m));;:0 nic be a right factor of P. Then Pro
position 2.16 and Corollary 2.15 say that Sol..(W) e SGM(m; V). Now 
let U E SGM(m; V) and {1h}o,::;j<m a pure basis of U. We will show that 
there exists a unique, pure, right factor W of P with Sol.,(W)= U. Con
sider a system of linear equations 

(2.23) 

Since the SUSY Wronski matrix SWR(f 0, • • ·, "P'm-i) is invertible (Lemma 
2.13 (iv)), this system has a unique solution (wm, · · ·, w1) with wj E !2J. 
Defining a pure operator by (2.19), one gets -

(2.24) 

Here we remark that the operator W is determined only by the pure 
submodule U, and is not dependent on the choice of a pure basis. Let 
us show that Wis a right factor of P. By Proposition 2.7, one sees that 
the operator is uniquely represented as 

P=Z· W+R, 

where Z, Re .92~11 and orde(R)<m. Since P,h= Wf 1 =0, one gets 
Rfi=O. Writing R=J:,j~ 1 r/?Jm-i, the coefficients must satisfy 

The invertibility of SWR(t 0, • ·, "P'm-i) shows that R=O. Consequently 
the map Sol.,(·) is surjective. From the unique solvability of (2.23), it is 
easy to prove that the map Sol..(·) is injective. D 

Super time evolution is defined on the solutions of SE (m; P) for an 
operator P with constant coefficients. We call the resulting system the 
SUSY Grassmann hierarchy of the type SE(m; P) [29]. Let (tj)i,;;j<N be 
SUSY time variables, with tu even, tzz+i odd. Let C[t 1, t3 • • ·] be a 
Grassmann algebra generated by the odd time variables, and :/t be the 
quotient field of C[[x, t2, t4, • • • ]]. The supercommutative algebra .f2 is 
now introduced as 

!2=(C[0]0:£)0(C[t 1, t,, · · · ]0..91), 
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where all the tensor products are taken to be Z2-graded. Note that, 
replacing d by C[t 1, ta, · · · ]@d, our arguments which have been ex
ploited so far remain valid. 

Remark. Let Y=(C[O]@C[[x, t2, t4, • • • ]])@(C[t1, ta, · · · J@d) and 
define Z 2-gradation in a natural way. Then we have 

.&!={/·g- 1 1/e Y, g e Y 2, e(g)=,=0}. 

Introduce SUSY vector fields e 1 (1 < / <N) [20] by 

It is easily checked that they satisfy the following commutation/anti
commutation relations: 

re 21, e2kl = re 21, e2k-1l = o, 

(2.25) re21-1' e2k-1l+( =82l-!e2k-1 +e2k-1e21-1)=2e21+2k-2, 

[821, (9] = [821-1, 01+ =0. 

(2.26) P<p=O, 0 2i(<p)=(- )10 21(<p) (2<21 <N), 

0u-iC<p)=(- )1(92l-l(<p) (1 ~2/-1 <N). 

The bracket relations (2.25) ensure this system to be consistent, and the 
solution space V to be a pure d module of rank N. Let U e SGM (m; V), 
and We (Ed~11(m)); 0 ntc correspond to U via the inverse map of Sol_.(.). 
Applying e2H to the both sides of (2.24) and taking the parity of W into 
account, one gets 

The division theorem, as is used in the preceding argument, implies that 
there exists an operator B21_ 1 e .@~11 satisfying 

(2.27) 

Similarly one gets 

(2.28) 
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Here the operators Bi's are given by 

(W- 1 e j~1 1(-m)monic. g~11 is the ring of SUSY microdifferential operators. 
For details, see the next chapter.) A set of the equations (2.27), (2.28) is 
a SUSY extension of the Sato equations (1.3). 

Finally we discuss a SUSY analogue of the Grassmann equation 
(1.12). In the system (2.26), we take P =(JN. As a fundamental solution 
matrix <J) we can choose 

where AN=(oµ+1)o,;µ,,<N, I'N=((-)'oµ+i)o,;µ,,<N· Write the basis 'Y'J as 
,y3 = I; <pi~iJ and set B=(~iJ) E SFR(N, m; d). Then the equation (2.23) 
reads 

(2.29) 

where tw=(wm, ... 'W1, I, 0, ... '0) E f2.N. 

Fixing the parity of m, take the limit of N -+oo, m-+oo in (2.27), 
(2.28) or (2.29). Then we reach a picture of SUSY extensions of the KP 
hierarchy of two different types according to the parity. 

Chapter 3. 

§ 3.1. The supersymmetric KP hierarchy 

Let d be an infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra, fun A(CN). 
N 

The space BIJ1N is a superaffine space of dimension (NIN) over d whose 
coordinate system is denoted by (x, 8, t), where t=(t 1, t2, t3, • • • ). Here 
x, lzi are even variables and 8, lzi_ 1 are odd ones. This superaffine space 
plays the role of the affine space CN in the theory of the KP hierarchy. In 
fact, (x, B) is regarded as the coordinate system on the superaffine space 
B~ 1 of dimension (111) over d, and t as supertime variables. 

Let .'/' c be a supercommutative algebra of formal series generated by 
(x, 8, t). Namely, 

Ye={ I: Czµ.xltµt.+B I: cl'µ'a'xl'tµ't., 1 

O:<;;l+lµl+l•I<= OS:l'+lµ'l+l•'I<= 

a formal series with Czµa, cl'µ'a' E C}, 

where !, !' e N, and the indices µ = (µ2, · · ·, µ2N), µ' = (µ;, · · ·, µ;N) E 
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U:V=oNN, and the indices a=(a 10 ···,a 2M_1), a'=(ai, ···,a;M_ 1) run 
over the set of increasing sequences of finite length with a21 _ 1 e 2N + 1. 
Foranindexµ=(µ 2, ···,µ 2N), set tµ=tl 2 ···tl•x,lµl=I:f= 1 µ21, and for 
an index a=(a1, .. ·,a2M-1), set ta=ta1'. ·ta2x-1• \a\=2M-I (for the 
void sequence, <fa, t~ = 1, I <fa\= 0). The Z 2-gradation of .97 c is defined in an 
obvious way. The supercommutative algebra .97 of (formally regular) 
superfields is, by definition, 

where the tensor product is taken to be Z 2-graded. This algebra may be 
regarded as a formal completion of the function algebra on B~ 1N. The 
quotient algebra .fl. of .97 is defined by 

where s is the canonical projection; s: Y-C[[x, t2 , t4 , ···]](namely, the 
body map). This is isomorphic to .fl.0 @d, where fl.0 is the quotient 
algebra of .97 c; 

The SUSY differential operator e (see Section 2.2 for the definition) 
acts on fl.. The formal inverse operator of e is introduced by 

The set @"~11 (resp. 18"}.'1) of SUSY microdifferential operators with coef
ficients in .fl. (resp. in .97) is defined by 

which is endowed with a structure of a non-supercommutative algebra via 
the generalized SUSY Leibniz rule 

82kf= f. ( ~ )a,,1(f)-e2k-21, 
J=O ] 

8 ik+1 f = f. ( ~ )a . ./(B(f))-ezk-21 +( _ )" f. ( ~ )a,/(f). 82k-21+1, 
j=O j J=O j 

where f e .fl., and k is an arbitrary integer. The Z 2-gradation of @"~11; @"~11 

=(@"~l1MB(C~11) 1, is given by 
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Furthermore a filtration compatible with the Z 2-gradation is introduced 
through 

g~11= U g~11(m), 
mEZ 

where tS'~11(m)=.E!cHl9-1]]8m(8)d. Through a direct sum decomposition 

where ~~11 is the algebra of SUSY differential operators with coefficients 
in .E!, any element P e i&'~11 is uniquely represented as 

with p + E ~~ 11, p - E i&'~11(- l). An operator P= L.-oo<J,:;.mP/X, 0, t)/91 

e i&'~11 (Pm =t=-0) is invertible if and only if the body part s(pm) does not 
vanish in~. and then p- 1 e g~l1(-m). 

Now introduce the following even and odd vector fields: 

Though (92!-t is an infinite series of odd derivations, its action on .E! is 
well-defined. They satisfy the following commutation/anti-commutation 
relations: 

Taking into account the consideration for the SUSY Grassmann 
hierarchy, a supersymmetric extension of the KP hierarchy (the SKP 
hierarchy) should be formulated as follows: Let L be a SUSY micro
differential operator 

(3.1) L= L, ui/91-i E (<il"~11(1))1 with U0= 1, /9(u1)+2u2=0. 
i=O 

The SKP hierarchy of type m (m=O, 1) is, by definition, a system of the 
Lax equations: 

(3.2) <92l(L)=(-)1[B2l, L], 

fJ2l_i(L)=(- )1+m{[B2l_1, LJ+-2L2 1} (/=1, 2, · · ·), 
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where B1=(D) e (91111(/))f 0 nie and 8i(L)= I;;o=0 8i(ut)e 1-t. Note that, 
from the condition in (3.1), B2=€P=ax. Hence the (x, t)-dependence of 
a solution L emerges as (11, -x+t 2, t3, t4, • • • ). The system (3.2) turns 
out to be equivalent to a system of the Zakharov-Shabat equations: 

(3.3) 

(-)1'82lB21)-(-) 1821(Bzk)+[B21, Bzk]=O, 

(-)1'8ziB21-1)-(-)!+"'8zi-iCBzk)+[B21-1, Bzk]=O, 

(- )k+meZk-iCB21-1)+(-)l+mezi-lBzk-1) 

(!, k= 1, 2, · · · ). 

The type 1 hierarchy is obtained by reversing the sign of all odd time 
variables (t2k_ 1--t 2k_ 1) in the type O hierarchy. Henceforth we will deal 
only with the type O hierarchy. 

The first equation in (3.3) with k=2, 1=3 gives rise to the SKP equa
tion, which is recognized as a supersymmetric extension of the single KP 
equation in Chapter 1 : Set 

B4 =8 4+2us8+2u 4, 

Be= 8 6 + 3us83 + 3u4ez + V58 + Ve· 

Then the SKP equation reads 

(3.4) 

2Us,1,= -3Us,xx+2v5,x, 

3U4,t, = -3U 4,xx+6u 3Us,x-4U3V5+2Ve,x, 

V5,t, + 2u3 ,i 6 = Vs,xx-2U 3,xx:i:-6U3Us,:i:-6(U3U4),,- 2(UsV5)", 

V6,t, + 2u,,ta = Va,xx+ 2U8V6 -2U 4,xxx- 6U3U4,x- 6U4U4,x + 2U4Vs, 

where the dot stands for the e derivative. The body parts of the second 
and the fourth equations yield the KP equation. 

§ 3.2. The universal super Grassmann manifold 

We will discuss about the procedure of integrating a solution L= 
I;;o_0 utCx, 0, t)e 1-t (u0= 1, 8(u 1)+2u 2 =O) to the SKP hierarchy in the 
case that they belong to $~1, namely, ut e .9\. 

As is the case of the KP hierarchy, one first finds a SUSY micro
differential operator of order 0, 

W= I; wlx, 0, t)8 1 with W0= 1, w1 E [1-'1 
-oo<j'5.0 

satisfying 
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(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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L=wew-1, 

821(W)=(-Y{B2i W- we2z}, 

821_i(W)==(-)1{B 2z_1W- We 21 - 1}. 

Such an operator is referred to as a SUSY wave operator, and the equa
tions (3.6) as the SUSY Sato equations. Introduce a SUSY differential 
operator '/ff of the infinite order by 

with an initial condition '/Jf[i=o= l (the identity operator). It is explicitly 
written down as 

'IJf=exp {~ (-)ltu8 2l+ ~ (-) 1121-18 21-1}
One readily sees that the operator W = W- '/ff solves 

Apart from this, consider the following equations. 

where Y is a SUSY differential operator of the infinite order 

00 

Y = I: Ym(X, 0, t)em 
m=O 

with an initial condition Yli=o = 1. Setting a formal power series 
v(x, 0, t; .:l.) in .:l. by 

v(x. 0, t; .:l.)= Y(e 0Hxi•) 

00 

= l:: vm(x, 0, t).:l.m, 
m=O 

one can easily verify that the Cauchy problem (3.8) is equivalent to 

821(Vm)=(- )1B21(Vm), 

en(vm) lx=O=t=o=On,m, 

which has a unique solution because of the Zakharov-Shabat equations 
(3.3). Since both W nad Y satisfy the same equations (3.7), (3.8), intro
ducing an operator U through 
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(3.9) U=W- 1 -Y, 

one finds that 8JU)=0 for any n. Consequently the coefficients of U 
does not depend on t, that is, 

U= U(x, 8; 6)= w-i. Yli-o 
= w-1 li-o, 

so that it is expanded to 

(3.10) U= I; uix,8)8 1 (u0= 1). 
-=<jSO 

The relation (3.9) is rewritten into 

(3.11) Y=W-Z, 

where the operator Z is, by definition, 

Z= 1/f • U= I; z/x, 8, t)e 1, 
jEZ 

a SUSY microdifferential operator of the infinite order. Taking the (-) 
parts of the both sides of (3.11), one gets 

(3.12) (W-Z)_=O. 

Introduce the fields zt;l e Y't+• through 

and the rectangular matrix ~ through 

~ =(z}"l)jez,,eN• e Mat (ZX Ne; 51'). 

The equation (3.12) reads 

(3.13) 

Proposition 3.1. The rectangular matrix ~ solves 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

n=l, 2, · · ·, 

e(~)=A~ -~* AN,, 

where A=(oµ+l,Jµ,>EZ; I'=((-)"0µ+1)µ,vEZ• and ANc=(Oµ+I.Jµ,vEN•, ~*= 
(zfl*). (For the* operator, see Section 2.2.) 
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Proof One obtains, by virtue of the super Leibniz rule, 

z~1 = _t0 ( i )a./(z,-2J+2k), 

(3.16) 

Z~o/+1 = .to ( i ){o./(i,-2J+2k)-(- )•o./(z,-2J-t+2k)}, 

and from the fact that /92n+i<.:n=(- )n+ 1<92n+1(.:n, one has 

Hence one gets 

o ( M) ( )n+l ~ (j)(n)::i!+k{· 172n+1 Z21 = - i;'r;!o k I u:JJ Z,-(2J+2n)+(2!+2k) 

-(- )•z,-(2J+2n+1)+(2!+2k)} 

-( )n+t ~ (j+n)::i µ{. ( )• } - - £._, U:r; z,-(2j+2n)+2µ- - Z,-(2j+2n+1)+2µ 
µ=0 µ 

=(- )n+lz~1+2n+l• 

To calculate l92n+i<zt?+ 1), first one observes that, by means of the anti
commutation relation [192n+t• 191+ =0, 

82n+1(.to ( i )a/(i,-2j+2k))= -8(82n+h~1)) 

= ( - )ne(z t?+2n+1)

Hence one gets 

o ( M )-( )n ~ (j+n)::i µ+1( ) 172n+I Z2J+l - - ,t.-J u:JJ z,-(2J+2n)+2µ 
µ=0 µ 

+(- r i: (j+n)o:JJP(z,-(2J+2n+2)+2µ) 
µ=0 µ 

-( )n ~ (j+n+ 1)::i µ( ) - - ,t._, U:r; z,-(2J+2n+2)+2µ • 
µ=0 µ 

= -(- )n+lzt?+2n+2· 

Thus one obtains 82n+iC.2')=I'2n+l;'l'. The equation 82nC.:n=I'2n.2' can 
be verified likewise. Next we compute <9(z)•>). The well-known formula 
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(ttD=(kti)+({) applies to the calculation of 8(zt;>+1), and one 

obtains 

e(zM )-zM -(-)•z<•-1> 2J+l - 2J+2 2J+l • 

The definition (3.16) leads to 

Noting the parity of z ?', one sees that these identities are encapsulated to 

which implies the equation (3.15). 

From the equation (3.14), (3.15), the matrix !!l' is represented as 

(3.17) 

where 

(3.18) 

and B is a constant matrix 

B=(f;µ,.)µez,.eN• e Mat(ZxN•; d) with /;µ. e de+>· 

D 

(By Mat(ZX Ne; d), Mat(N•; d) we mean Mat(ZX N•; C)@d, 
Mat (N•; C)@d, respectively.) The matrix B is the initial value of !!l', 
namely 

and is of maximal rank (the C matrix e(B) of maximal rank). More 
precisely we have 

Lemma 3.2. The matrix entries f; P• of B satisfy 

/; .. = 1 for any v e N•, and f;µ.=Ofor µ<v. 

Proof Expand '/Jf to 

'/Jf = I: qn(t)en, 
n=O 

where qit) e Y'n and qnCO)=on,a· Then the coefficients z1 are expressed 
by 
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+ I;' ( n )qzn+/t)oxl(itm(x, fJ)) 
l,m,n /. 

+ I:' (- )m( n )q2n+1(t)axl(um(x, fJ)), 
l,m,n [ 

where the summation I;(,m,n means that the indices l, m, n range over the 
set {(l, m, n)jl>O, n>O, m<O, m+2n-2l=j}. Hence, for an even index 
v, one obtains 

e: -zM I ~v+2j,J.I- J.1+2j X=O=t=O 

The other cases are similarly verified. D 

Substituting (3.17) to (3.13), one obtains the following proposition. 

Proposition 3.3. The coefficients w/x, {}, t) (j<O) of a SUSY wave 
operator WE (6"~1(0))2 nic satisfy a system of an infinite number of linear 
equations 

(3.19) 

The equation (3.19) is referred to as the SUSY Grassmann equation 
for the SKP hierarchy, which is an analogue of (1.12). Though we do not 
discuss here in detail, the SUSY Grassmann equation has a unique solu
tion for a matrix B in the set of superframes: 

SFR(Nc; d)={B=(!;µJµeZ,,EN' E Mat(ZXNc; d)I 

!;µ,Ede+>' 3m EN such that !;µ,=oµ, 

for µ<-m, µ~v, !;µ,=0 for -m<v<O, µ~ -m, 

and c:(B) is of maximal rank}. 

The resulting solutions wJ belong to the quotient algebra !!,. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let us consider the SUSY Grassmann equation for 
Ee SFR (Ne; d), and set W= I:-=<h;;o w/x, 0, t)C91 e (0"~11(0));/"'nic for 
the solution tw. The operator W solves the SUSY Sato equations (3.6) with 
Bn=(Werw- 1)+ (n= 1, 2, .. · ). 

Proof First one observes that the matrix (fJ (3.18) satisfies the linear 
equations 

Notice that I'21 =( - )1 A21 and [A, I'l+ =0. Differentiating (3.19) with 
respect to the odd derivations 6121 _ 1, one has, taking into account these 
observations and the parity of w 1, 

(3.20) 

where tw[l]=(w 1+ 1) 1ez· On the other hand, one finds that there uniquely 
exist fields bc.21- 1> (0<1"<21-1 bC 21- 1> = l bc.21- 1> e fil. .) satisfying 

J -- ,o 'J l 

2!-1 

L.H.S. of(3.20)-(-Y I: b;2l-1)e 21- 1- 1(lw<PE) 
j-0 

=tf(2l-1)([J8, 

where the vector 1r<21 - 1> takes the form ipczz-iJ=(r5u- 1>)Jez (r; 21- 1l=O for 
j >O, r?H> e .!!2). This relation reads 

where 

2!-1 
B _ "' bc21-1Jr9u-1-1 

2l-1 - ,LJ J ' 
j-0 

R _ "' rc_2l-1)e1 
2l-1 - L.J J • 

-=<J<O 

From (3.19), (3.20) one has 

Furthermore the uniqueness of a solution to the SUSY Grassmann equa
tion for Ee SFR(Nc; d) entails that 1r<21 - 1>=0. Thus the operator W 
satisfies the SUSY Sato equation for 6121 _ 1• The equation for 6121 is simi
larly obtained. D 

We introduce the supergroup SGL (Ne; d) by 
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SGL(Nc; d)={g=(gµ.)µ,•<:N' E Mat(N'; ..#)lgµ, Ede+.· 

:im EN such that gµ,=Oµ, for µsv, µ <-m, 

gµ,=0 for -msv<O, µs-m, and 

(e(gµ,))_m9 ,,<o is invertible}. 

This supergroup acts on the space SFR (Ne; d) from the right, and the 
universal super Grassmann manifold USGM is, by definition, the quotient 
space of SFR (N"; d): 

USGM=SFR(N'; d)/SGL(N'; d). 

Proposition 3.4 says that USGM parametrizes general solutions in .Q of 
the SKP hierarchy via the SUSY Grassmann equation, and especially that 
the subset 

provides formally regular solutions. 
To study the time evolution of solutions to the SKP hierarchy, intro

duce an infinite number of supersymmetric derivations: 

- a a 
fJ=--0-, 

a0 ax 

Consider an even derivation 

where a e dQ, ( e d 1• en e drr Then one easily sees that X commutes 
with the derivations (9 and en. Therefore it acts infinitesimally on the 
solution space of the SKP hierarchy. For a superfield f e 9,, one has 

(3.21) (exf)(x, 0, t)=f(x', 0', t'), 

where x'=x+a+0(, 0'=0+(, t~i-i=t 21_ 1+c 21_ 1, t~i=t 21 +c 21 + 
~;;'- 1 t2k_ 1c21 _ 2k+i· This formula implies that the derivation X induces an 
infinitesimal supersymmetric time evolution of the superfieldf Further
more, since the fundamental solution matrix rJ) (3.18) has the multiplicative 
property with respect to the SUSY time evolution (3.21), i.e., 

(eXrJ))(x, (}, t)=f])(x, (}, t)f])(a, (, c), 
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the SKP hierarchy is translated to a dynamical system on USGM with the 
super time evolution, 

B mod SGL (N•; d)--),({J(x, 8, t)B mod SGL (N•; d). 

In order to solve explicitly the SUSY Grassmann equation, we need 
some algebraic concepts. With a matrix X=(Xi;)i,Jez, 

X-(X ) - g,~ a,P-0,1 

is associated where the blocks are set as X.,,2=(xiJ)ie2z+a,Je2z+~· Applying 
this rearrangement to the SUSY Grassmann equation, it is rewritten into 
the form 

(3.22) (···,W_ 4,W_2,l,O, •••; ···,W_ 3,W_1,O, ···)~E=O. 

Let A=(A.,,~t.p-o, 1 be an invertible matrix with A.,,2 e Mat(maXmfo; 
d «+ ~). The invertibility of such matrices is equivalent to that of the 
matr1ces e(A2,2) and e(A1,1). A superdeterminant (or the Berezinian) [6, 17] 
of the matrix A is, by definition, 

The inverse of the superdeterminant is given by 

s- 1det A=det (A1,1-AuA 2,2- 1A2,1)/det A2,2• 

We should remark that a superdeterminant is multiplicative with respect to 
the product of matrices. By virtue of Cramer's formula in linear algebra, 
one sees that the even unknowns w _21 in (3.22) are expressed in the form 
of a quotient of superdeterminants. To get the formula representing the 
odd unknowns w _21_1, we first look for the formula for the first one w _i, 

and consider the first SUSY Sato equation e1(W)= -(B 1 W- we). 
Finally we obtain the main theorem in this paper. 

Theorem 3.5. The coefficients of a SUSY wave operator attached to a 
superframe Be SFR(N•; d) are given by 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

and 

(3.25) 

w_1 =0{log (sdet CE0~E))} 

=0 1{log(sdetCE 0~B))}, 
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(3.26) 

for j= l, 2, · · ·. The frame E2J is defined by 

E2J=(BJ o ), 
O Bo 

where the definition of BJ is found in Chapter l. 

The superdeterminant appeared in the denominator of (3.23)-(3.26) 
is regarded as a superanalogue of a -r function of the KP hierarchy, and is 
referred to as a super -r field of the SKP hierarchy. We will give a proof 
of Theorem 3.5 and details of a super -r field in the next section. 

§ 3-3. Proof of the main theorem and a super -r field as a superdeterminant 

Define aµ,=aµ.(x, (}, t) e 9e.+. by 

where </J is the fundamental solution matrix (3.18) and Be SFR (N•; d). 
The equation satisfied by </J gives rise to the following identities: 

(3.27) 

Set the rectangular matrices A, B, C, D and B, C by 

and 

B=(a;p)-oo<i,r.-2, 
-oo<p,r.-1 

D=(aap)-oo<a,p,r.-1, 

Hereafter i, j, k stand for even integers and a, /3, r for odd integers. The 
SUSY Grassmann equation (3.22) is rewritten into 

(3.28) 
(· · •W_4,.W_2; · • •W_g, W_1)[~ ;] 

= -((aoj)-oo<J,r.-2; (aop)-oo<p,r.-1), 

Now let us define for every integerµ 
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where (c.J)_ 00 <.,,_1 =D- 1C, and 
-oo< j~-2 

(-oo <.is -2), 

c-oo <fis-1), 

413 

Let L1( io, · · ·' in-1 ) denote the determinant which is obtained by replacing 
µo, · · ·, µn-1 

i0-th row by (dµ0J)-oo<J,;-z and so on in the determinant L1. The determinant 

J(Cl'o, · · ·' an- 1) is defined as well. 
µo, · · ·, µn-1 

A super -r field attached to a superframe B e SFR (Ne; d) is given by 

T=S det (: i)=L1/d, 

where d = det D. Its inverse is 

where a= det A. (We should notice that, in the notation of Theorem 3.5, 
the super T field is given by -r= s det e Eo([)E).) By means of the Cramer 
formula we can solve the equation (3.27) and get 

(3.29) 

(3.30) (le Ne), 

where fzz=(-) 1L1(t)/d, fzi+1 =(-YJ( 21t 1 )/a. The expression 

(3.29) just coincides with (3.25) in Theorem 3.5. We establish some 
lemmas to prove Theorem 3.5 and to study relations satisfied by a super 
T field. 

Lemma 3.6. Let the indices j, fi run over the range - oo <j< -2, 
- 00 <fis -1, and define bifi' c:j by (bip)-oo<i<+oo =B ,D-1, (c:j)-oo<•<+oo 

-oo<fi:,,-1 -=<j:,,-2 
=C·A-1. 

Then one has the following identities: 
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(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
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8(d 1)=0 0A 1+ ~ btsdp+1,1 (-oo<i<O). 
-oo<fi,;;-1 

8i(diJ)=-o 0A 1+ ~ btpdp+1,1 (-oo<i<O). 
-oo<fi$-l 

o,,(dij)=di+2,j-bi,-ldlj (-oo <i<-2). 

8s(dij)=oi,-2dlj- ~ biadp+a,J (-oo<i<-2). 
-oo<PS:-1 

e(d.p)=o.,-1dop+ ~ c~A+1,p (-oo<a<-I). 
-oo<JS:-1 

Proof ( i ) Since 

(d.j)-oo<a,;;-1=C-D(D- 1C)=O, 
-oo<J,;;-2 

one has 

0=8(d.j) 

=da+l,j- ~ a.p·8(cpj) 
-oo<fiS:-1 

for -oo<a<-1. Hence 

(3.31) 

In the same manner one gets 

(3.32) 

and the second term is computed as follows: 

( ~ lltp · 8(cfi1))_oo<t<+oo 
-oo<PS:-1 -oo<JS:-2 

=B· (8(c. 1))_oo<•s:-1 
-oo<JS:-2 

=(B · D-I)' (dk+2,j)-oo<k,JS:-2 

=( ~ bipdp+1)-oo<i<+oo, 
-oo<fi$-1 -oo<J$-2 

where (3.31) was applied. Inserting this result to (3.32) and noting that 
di+1,,=0 for -oo < i<-2, one gets (i). 

(ii) One can similarly prove as in the case of (i). 
(iii) One gets in the same way as in (i) that 

and the second term is computed as follows: 
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=B-(ax<n- 1C)) 

=BD- 1{ax<c)-a,,(D)·D- 1C}. 

From the definition of the matrix D it follows that 

415 

where Ngdd = { · · ·, - 5, - 3, -1} and / Ngdd denotes the identity matrix 
of the size Ngdd· Hence one gets 

a,,(C)-ax(D)·D- 1c=( 0N6dd ), 
(d!j)-oo<j,£-2 

which shows (iii). We omit the proofs of (iv) and (v) because they can be 
verified in a completely similar way as (i). D 

Lemma 3.7. Set n- 1 = (aap)-oo<a,fi;;;-1 and lr1p = ::z=-oo<r;;;-1 G1rllrfi• 
Then one gets the following identities: 

( i) 8(log d)= :z= h;,;-1· 

(ii) 
(iii) 

(iv) 

( v) 

-oo<i$0 

ax(log d)=rr1,-1• 

8(d1)=d21- :z= lr1pdp+1,j· 
-oo<fi,£-1 

axe :z= bi,i-1)=h2,-1- :z= h;,-1lr1,i-l' 
-oo<i$0 -oo<i:$;0 

8(b;,-1)=o;+i,-i+ ::z= b;rbr+1,-1 (-oo <i<-2). 
-oo<r$1 

Proof ( i) By the definition of bifi one sees that 

(3.33) 8(D) · D- 1 = (btp)-oo<i,;;o . 

Hence 

(ii) 

(3.34) 

Hence 

-oo<fi,£-1 

8(logd)=tr(8(D)·D- 1)= ::z= h;,;-1· 
-oo<i::;;:O 

By the definition of rr1p one sees that 

ax(log d)=tr (8,,(D) · n- 1)=rr 1,_ 1. 
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(iii) This can be verified by a simple calculation. 
(iv) From the definition of bi~ it follows that 

Inserting (3.34) into the equation above, one sees that 

Summing up this identity over - oo < i:::;,O, (iv) is proved. 
( v) Since 

8(BD- 1)=8(B). n-1-B, (9(D-1) 
=f Ngdd +Bn- 1 • e(D)-n- 1, 

applying (3.33) to the above line, one has 

where -oo <i<-2, - oo <.a:::;,-I. 

Lemma 3.8. One has the following identities: 

(i) 8(r)=l.{ I: bi,-1LI( i )-b,,-1LI}. 
d -=<i,;;2 0 

(ii) ax(r)+f-2=-ax(logd)·r-__!_ I: bi,- 1LI( i )· 
d -=<i,;;-2 1 

(iii) l.{e(f_2)+81U-2)}= l.{ I: bi, -3LI( i )-ho, -sLI}. 
2 d -=<i,;;-2 0 

(iv) 8h)=l.{- ~ (bi,-3LI( i )+bi,-1LI( i )) 
d -=<,,;;-2 0 2 

+(ho,-3+h2,-1)LI}+ ~ LI(-~)-

D 

( v) 2(f_z+a.,,(r)) ·8(log r)-8 3(r) 

=f3(f_z)+f3 3(logd)-r+l.Ll(- 2)-l. I: b;,- 1LI( i )· 
d 1 d -=<i,;;-2 2 

Proof By LI((};)) is meant the determinant obtained by replacing 

the i-th row in LI by a row vector (fj)-=<J,;;-z· 
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( i) 

+( I: bi,i-1)·-i:-<9(Iogd)·-i:. 
-oo<i::;;O 

Applying Lemma 3.7 (i) to the above line shows (i). 
(ii) This is verified in a similar way by making use of Lemma 3. 7 

(iii). 
(iii) From Lemma 3.6 (i) and Lemma 3.7 (i), it follows that 

Noting Lemma 3.6 (ii) and that <9(log d)=<9i(log d), one has (iii). 
(iv) This follows from Lemma 3.6 (iv) and 

<9a(logd)=- I: bi,i-3· 
-=<i:5:-2 

( v) Differentiating the both sides of Lemma 3.6 (iii), one has, by 
virtue of Lemma 3.7 (v), 

<93(-r)= -<9(f_ 2)-<9 3(log d) · -i:-2a,,(Iog d) · -i: 

-( I: h;,-1lr1,i-1)·-r+ <9d(~) I: bi,-1L1(1i) 
-=<i::;;O -oo<i:::;;-2 

Furthermore, noting that 

and applying the Pliicker relation 
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to Lemma 3.8 (ii), one finally obtains (v). D 

Proof of Theorem 3.5. First we prove (3.23). We only have to show 
thatf_ 1 = -6l(r-- 1). By virtue of Lemma 3.6 (v), one has 

Since 6l(A) = C, 

6l(log a)= tr (6l(A) · A- 1) 

- ~ c:,a-t• 
-oo<aS-1 

Thus one provesf_ 1 = -6l(r-- 1). The identity (3.24) follows from Lemma 
3.6 (i), (ii). What we remain to prove is the identity (3.26). Consider the 
Sato equation 

where B1=8+2w_ 1• It is easy to show that 

6li(w_i)= -6l(w_ 1), 

(3.35) 6li(w2j)= -8(w 2j)-2w_ 1w2j+2w 2j_ 1, 

(j E Ne), 

The first equation above is already satisfied because of (3.24). Setting 
w j = g j/r- (j ~ - 2), the second equation yields 

(3.36) 

which consequently leads to the third one. 
(3.26). Thus the theorem is proved. 

The relation (3.36) entails 
D 

It seems likely that a super r-field of the SKP hierarchy satisfies many 
relations. However on this point, our analysis has not been completed 
yet. We only propose here a set of infinitely many relations that connects 
a super r- field with the coefficients of the corresponding SUSY wave 
operator. Consider the residue term of the Sato equations (the residue 
term of a SUSY microdifferential operator is, by definition, the coefficient 
of e-1 in the operator [16)). By a bruteforce we can verify that the residue 
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terms in the first few equations of (3.6) take the exa::t form with respect 
toe derivation. Integrating them we obtain the following relations: 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

(9z(log-r)= -w_1• 

{93(10g-r)= -{ ~ (3(9 +e1)(w -2) + W-1,.,,-W _1W-i}

(9llog-r)=2W _a+ w _1,.,,-(w _1)2-2(w _1w _zY. 

+(w _1w _1,x)'-w _1w _2,.,,+(w _1w _i)" -2w _1w _3 

_ _!_(w:1)'-{(w_l +w-2) 2}" +w_i(w _1)2 
2 

These relations may be regarded as an analogy of (1.15) that connects a -r 
function of the KP hierarchy with the corresponding wave operator. The 
relation (3.37) has already been proved in Theorem 3.5. Here we show 
(3.39). 

Proposition 3.9. A super -r field satisfies the relation (3.39). That is, 
w J being the coefficients of the SUSY wave operator for the super.field -r, it 
enjoys the following relation which is equivalent to (3.39). 

(3.42) 

where the superfield f_2 is defined in (3.29). 

Proof Notice Lemma 3.8 (iii), (iv), (v). Remaining task 1s to 
show that 

b2,-1=(93(logd)- I: bi,-lrrl,i-1' 
-oo<i::::;;O 

This follows from Lemma 3.7 (iv). 0 

§ 3.4. The reduced hierarchy 

Let I be a positive integer. In the SKP hierarchy, consider the fol
lowing condition: 
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(3.43) 

or the equivalent condition for a SUSY wave operator 

(3.44) (n=l, 2, .. ·). 

Geometrically the condition above is interpreted as follows: Let B be a 
superframe associated with the SUSY wave operator W. Then the 
condition (3.44) says that the point in USGM represented by B is stable 
under the action of the group generated by the Lie algebra z:=;=1 CI' 21n. 

That is, for arbitrary c21n e dq, there exists an element g e SGL (N°; d) 
such that 

The system which comes from the condition (3.43) is a SUSY extension 
of the /-reduced KP hierarchy, and is referred to as the /-reduced SKP 
hierarchy. The symmetry of this hierarchy is the Kac-Moody super
algebra without a center sl(ll l; C[)., ;,- 1]) (Cf. Chapter 4). The 2-reduced 
SKP hierarchy gives rise to the SUSY KdV equation [l 4, 15, 16]: 

Chapter 4. Lie Superalgebras of Infinite Dimensions 

In this chapter we construct realizations of the Lie superalgebra 
gf( oo j co)- and of its subalgebras by making use of free field operators. 

We first define Lie superalgebras [4,10]. A Z 2-graded vector space 
g = gQE8g1 is called a Lie superalgebra if there is a bilinear bracket product 
[,] on g which satisfies the following conditions: If x e g« and y e g§, 
then 1) [x, y] e g«+§' 2) [x, y]= -(-)afi[y, x] and 3) [x, [y, z]]=[[x, y], z] 
+ ( - )afi[y, [x, z ]] for z e g. The third relation is referred to as the super 
Jacobi identity. 

An example of Lie superalgebras is constructed in the following 
manner. Let N=m+n be a positive integer, and let 

gQ={(~ ~)[A e Mat(m; C), De Mat(n; C)}, 

g1={(~ i)IB E Mat(mXn; C), CE Mat(nxm; c)}, 
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so that g = gQEBg1 is the space of all NX N complex matrices. For Xe g«, 
Ye g~, we define [X, Y]=XY-(-)a~YX. Then the space g is a Lie 

superalgebra which is denoted by gr(m In). For ( j i) e g((m In), we 

define the supertrace by str X = tr A- tr D. All supertraceless elements 
of g((m In) constitute the Lie subsuperalgebra ~r(m In). 

Introduce the infinite dimensional Lie superalgebra gr ( oo I oo) = 
gr(oo I oo)QEBgr(oo I oo)1 by 

and 

g((oo I co)Q={ ~ atr' mr' I afr'=0 for li-jl~ l}, 

gr(oo I oo\={ 

i,JeZ 
a=0,1 

~ 
i,jEZ 

a,JJ=0,1; a*~ 

where (EW')k 1=oiko 11 for a, (3=0, 1. The bracket product is defined by 

Now we construct the Lie superalgebra gr( oo I oo )- which is the one
dimensional central extension of gr ( oo I oo ), by making use of free field 
operators. Let A be the Clifford algebra over C with generators t?', '1/r)a'* 
(a= 0, 1; j e Z) satisfying the defining relations: 

[tl 0', t}0'l+=[t1°'*, t}0'*l+=0, [ti 0', 'l/rJ0'*L:=o,,, 
[t?', t}1']=[tl 1'*, tJ 1'*]=0, ['l/ri1', t}1'*]=-oiJ• 
[ti°', 'l/r)1']=['1/ri0', t;1'*]=['1/ri0'*, t;1']=[ti°'*, tJ1'*]=0. 

An element of 

wco,= (~ Ct}O')EB(~ Ct}o'*) 
Jez Jez 

(resp. w<1' = ( ~ CtY') EB ( ~ Cf }1'*)) 
Jez Jez 

is referred to as a free fermion (resp. free boson). It is easy to check the 
following proposition. 

Proposition 5.1. The product '1/ria'+/'* satisfies the same bracket rela
tions as the matrix element EW'. 

Next we consider the one-dimensional central extension g(( oo I oo )- = 
gr( oo I oo) EB Cz. The even part is gr( oo I oo );;-= gr ( oo I oo )Q EB Cz and the 
odd part is gr(oo I oo); =gr(oo I 00)1. The bracket product is defined by 
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[E\afl) £<r•>]---[Ef~fl> £<r•l]+(-)afloa•oflro o (Y (1·)- y (i)) 
ij ' kt - •J ' kt ti jk + + ' 

[gf(ooloo)-,zr={0}, where Y+(i)=l (i>0), =0 (i<0). 

In other words, 

where 

C (afl) _"' a<ar)b(rfl) _"' ( )(a+r)(fl+r)a(rfl)b(ar) 
ij - L.J ik kj L.J - kj ik ' 

To construct a representation of gf( 00 I 00 r via the free field opera
tors, we introduce the vacuum expectation values for the quadratic 
elements in A. Set the linear form ( ) by 

(ttlt}fil)=(ttl*,tr?l*)=0 for a, /3=0, 1, 

(tfal,tr;fll*)=(t)al*t?l)=0 for a, f3=0, 1, a~/3, 
< tf 0ltJ 0l*)=oi1L(i), < tJ 0>*ti 0l)=oiJY+(i), 

<.,.<1>*.r.<1>)-s, y .(i) 
'I' j 'Yi -Uij + ' 

where Y_(i)= 1-Y+(i). We normalize the linear form by (1)= 1. The 
normal product is defined by 

.. r.(a).r.(fl)*. - .,.<a>.r.(fl>*-<·'·(a).r.(fll*) 
"'I'• 'Yi .-'Yi 'i'J 'Yi 'i'J • 

From Proposition 5.1 we obtain the following proposition. 

Proposition5.2. The mapping Eft---+:t1a>t?>*:, Z---+1 defines a 
realization of the Lie superalgebra gf( oo I oo )-. 

We write ZW>= :,trtlt/>*:. Define the elements 

L~l = - I: jZJ~>m,J for m E Z. 
JEZ 

Then we have the commutation relation 

[L (O) L(O>)-( )£(0) + 1 ( 3 )s, 
m, n - m-n m+n 6 m -m Um+n,O• 

Hence I:mezCL~l EB C · 1 is a Lie subalgebra of gr( oo I oo )-, which is iso
morphic to the celebrated Virasoro algebra. As is known, there are two 
manners for the supersymmetric extension of the Virasoro algebra, namely, 
the Ramond algebra and the Neveu-Schwarz algebra. The Ramond (resp. 
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the Neveu-Schwarz) algebra is the complex Lie superalgebra 2=2o(f),It'i, 
where the even part 2q has the basis {l,,,, z Im e Z}, and the odd part 2 1 

has the basis {gk Ike Z} (resp. {gk Ike z+ 1/2}) satisfying the following 
bracket relations: 

Um, ln]=(m-n)lm+n + ! (m3 -m)om+n,0Z, 

Um, gk] = (; m -k)gm+k• 

[gj, gk]= 2/j+k+ ; (P - ! )oj+k,oZ, and 

[2, z]={O}. 

We can realize these Lie superalgebras as subalgebras of gf( oo I oo )-. 

Proposition 5.3. Let(µ, JJ) e C 2• Define the elements 

L;;:_'l= - I; j(Z1o!>m,J+zy:;,,,1)+(µ+mJJ) I; (Z1o!)m,1+ZJ1l;,,,1) 
JEZ JEZ 

_ _!_m I; zn)m,j + .!.u +4(µ+JJ))o,,,,o, and 
2 jEZ 8 

Gf:')=--v=T I: cz1°:)1,j+jZi, 1!j,j)+-v=T(µ+2kJJ) I: z11!j, 1, 
JEZ jEZ 

for m, k e Z. Then the mapping 1,,,--+L';;;:>, gk--+Gf:•>, z--+2+8JJ gives a 
realization of the Ramond algebra. 

Proposition 5.4. Let (µ, JJ) e C2• Define the elements 

L;;:_')= - I;j(Z1°!)m,1+ZJ1l)m,j)+(µ+mJJ) I: (ZJ°!)m,1+ZJ1l;,,,1) 
JEZ JEZ 

_ _!_(m-1) I; znim,1+ .!.u +µ+JJ)o,,,,o, and 
2 Jez 2 

Gf::tz= -J=T I: (Z1°:L+jZJ1!k+1,1)+J=1(µ+(2k+ l)JJ) I: ZJ1!k+1,1, 
JEZ ;ez 

form, k e Z. Then the mapping lm--+L;;:,'l, gk+112--+Gi:~b, Z--+2+8JJ gives 
a realization of the Neveu-Schwarz algebra. 

Now let us consider the Lie superalgebra 

where C[l, i- 1] is the ring of Laurent polynomials of the indeterminate l. 
The bracket relations are 
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[X®l\ Y®l 1]=[X, Y]®lk+z+kok+z,o str(XY)z, 

[g, z]={O}, 

for X, y E !3r(m In). Put 

e0=Em+n, 1®l, ei=Ei,i+t®l (l::;:)::;::m+n), 

fo=E 1,m+n®l-1, J;,=Ei+t,i®I (I::;::i::;::m+n), 

ho=(E11+Em+n,m+n)®l-z, hm=(Emm+Em+l,m+1)®l, 

hi=(Eii-Ei+t,i+i)®I (l::;::i::;::m+n, i*m), 

where (Et 1)k1 =oikoJ!" Then we see that {e1,f 1I I::;::j::;::m+n,j*m} is the 
system of even Chevalley generators, and { e0, em, Jo, fm} is the system of 
odd Chevalley generators. If we put 

0 1 0 
-1 2 -1 

0 -1 2 -1 

-1 2 -1 
-1 0 1 

0 

0 -1 

0 -1 2 -1 

0 
-1 

then we see that the following bracket relations hold. 

[hi, h1]=0, [ei,fj]=oijhi, 

[hi, e1]=ai 1e1, [hi,f 1]= -aiJf 1, 

(ad ei)l+ [aiJlej = (adJ;,)1+ 1a,1lf1 =0. 

-1 2 -1 
-1 2 

Hence the Lie superalgebra g is an example of the contragredient Lie super
algebra (cf. [10]). The matrix A is called the Cartan matrix. The corre
sponding Dynkin diagram is 
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Here O denotes the even simple root and ® denotes the odd simple root 
of length zero. 

The Lie superalgebra g is realized in g(( oo I oo )- as follows: Elements 
of g((oo I oo)-are written as~ aW'Ztt+c. Consider the following con
ditions for the coefficients aW' ; 

1) 
2) 

aW./.,1+n=aW', 
""m-l (00) ""n-l (ll) 0 cor any k e z 
L-,.i=O ai, i+km- L-&i=O ai,i+kn = 11 • 

Proposition 5.5. The linear combinations with coefficients satisfying 
1) and 2) .construct a realization of the Lie superalgebra ~((mln)®C[l, i- 1] 

EBCz. 
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